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FRAIOLI'S WITHDRAWAL SHAKES UP ELECTIONS
Hutch Wins a Week Early
BY BEN DOODY

His race for re-election over
before it started, FUSA President
Hutch Williams '08 put down his
campaign literature on Monday
night and did what he's best known
to do: went to a basketball game.
Williams, who sat in an otherwise empty student section for the
Stags-Siena women's game before
watching the Fairfield men lose to
Marist, was spared the effort of
running a campaign on Sunday.
His former competition was Frank
Fraioli '08, who dropped out of the
race because of a sprained knee
that he felt made it impossible to

run a viable
campaign.
Barring a
virtually impossible scenario — that
Williams will
lose to a write in candidate
WILLIAMS
— he will become the first
president in FUSA history to serve
for two years.
Only one prior president —
Kevin Neubauer '05 — was elected
as a junior, and Neubauer lost his
SEE "WILLIAMS" ON P.
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BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

A total of three students sat
in the audience as Hutch Williams
'08 and John Daly '08, the unopposed candidates for the positions
of FUSA president and vice president, spoke during a forum Tuesday
afternoon in the Barone Campus
Center.
The question on the minds of
FUSA officials after Frank Fraioli
'08 withdrew from the race for
president last Sunday: with two
uncontested candidates at the top of
the ballot, will anyone show up to
vote for Senate and Class Council
elections next Tuesday?

"I'm obviously concerned
with only having one [presidential] candidate," said Alexandra
Ghiorzi '09, the FUSA election
commissioner. "It's easier to have
a lot of people come out [to vote]
when there is a presidential race;
the same thing happens in national
elections."
There are 39 Senate and Class
Council postions up for grabs
next Tuesday, many of which are
uncontested.
Four of the nine Class Council
positions and 28 of the 30 Senate
seats are uncontested.
SEE "OFFICIALS" ON P.
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For These Two Black
Alums, Fairfield Played a
Major Roll
This article is the fourth andfinal in a series commemorating Black History month.
BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

Fairfield alumnus Chris Miles '03 had
never given working at the HAM Channel or
a career in television a second thought.
But four years
later. Miles is a sportscaster at WVVA, an
NBC affiliate in Bluefield, W.Va., and he
cites his passion for
the New York Yankees as what first got
him started - that and
MILES
Fairfield.
"My junior year, I
was kind of just hanging out on my couch at
the townhouses and my friend was taking a
TV course. We were talking about the Yankees and the Red Sox. I'm a huge Yankees
fan, and we just went at it," Miles said.
"So one day my friend was like, 'You
know I have this sports show for the HAM
Channel and you would be the perfect host.'
I was like. 4Are you serious?' I went down
and I was shocked at all the equipment they
had and all these people that worked so hard
to put on these shows."
Miles said Fairfield played a large role in
helping him get where he is today — a place
where he said he met no prejudice or stereotypical feelings for being a black student.
"In fact, it was the exact opposite,"
said Miles. "When I came to Fairfield, there
SEE "ALUMNA" ON P.
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Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Capoeira: A Brazilian martial arts and dance synthesis group performed Tuesday in front of a large and energetic crowd in the Barone
Campus Center. For more pictures go to www.fairfieldmirror.com

Bush Budget Has More Room for Pell Grants
Increase in Aid For
Students
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

At $42,000 a year to attend Fairfield,
every penny counts; especially those coming
from Uncle Sam.
For Jeremy Shea' 10, it was government
financial aid that allowed him to attend the
University.
"I know a lot of people [who want to
go] to college but don't because of financial
reasons," said Shea, adding that the role
of financial aid in college education has
become increasingly important.
Shea and the 300 other Fairfield stu-

dents receiving aid from the Pell Grant, a
program provided by the federal government, will benefit from new legislation that
increases the amount Pell Grants given to
student recipients.
Last week, the Senate voted 81-15 to
approve President Bush's proposed budget,
which includes a 5 percent increase in funding allotted to the Pell Grant program.
The budget will allot $4,050 per student
per year, an increase from the current figure
of $3,850.
U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret
Spellings said the monetary increase is a
step toward positive change.
"Just like any other investment or enterprise, we need meaningful data to better
manage the system. This is real money that
will help more low-income students achieve
the dream of a college education," she said

in a statement.
"With 90 percent of the fastest growing
jobs requiring post-secondary education or
training, a college education is fast becoming a necessity," Spellings said. "Yet as
costs skyrocket, it has become increasingly
difficult for middle class and low-income
families to afford college. The President's
action will help make the dream of a college
education a reality for more Americans."
The increase in funding was made
possible by $2.2 million of savings in outof-date or ineffective programs, the statement said.
The Pell Grant is the largest form of
financial aid offered. When it started in
1973, the grant covered one third of the
yearly cost of higher education at four-year
SEE "FUNDING" ON P.
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Simply the BEST Grant Adds More Technology to DSB Classroom
BY KERI HARRISON

What part of the Dolan School of Business boasts a
stock ticker straight from Wall Street, a databoard with
stock indices and currency, and computers that have the
same software as Wall Street? That would be the Business
Education Simulation and Trading (BEST) classroom.
In December 2006, the Business School had received
a completed gift from Oliver Patrell, a retired businessman
and a current member of the business school's Advisory
Council. The gift, totaled $140,000, is the largest gift received by the school of business to date. It will be used to
continue the classroom's operations and programs.
"The gift will be used for the ongoing needs associated
with the BEST classroom, including software, hardware
and other curricular needs," said Norman Solomon, dean
of the business school.
The software in the 35 workstationsof the BEST classroom includes a Reuters terminal, which provides up-to-date
business and economic news; an economics and financial
database, a program that shows stock returns for all companies in the United States, and the Rotman Interactive Trader,
which is used for market trading simulations.
The classroom also contains a large workstation, a
databoard with stock information, space for conferences
and a lab that can be accessed by all students with their
StagCard at any time of the day.

"To me, this [the BEST classroom] is a major and far
reaching teaching innovation, which places the Charles F.
Dolan School on a level with the major business schools
in this country. I am simply making a small contribution to
support it," said Patrell, the former chairman and president
of Colonial Penn Insurance.
Patrell' said he became involved with the BEST classroom after touring it with Solomon. His involvement with
the University began in 1995 when he made a presentation
to students about his experience in the business world.
After becoming a member of the Advisory Council, which
includes friends of the school and alumni who offer advice
on current business issues, Patrell said he "fell in love with
Fairfield University," and has since been involved in business school events.
Solomon, who said he was grateful for Patrell's gift,
described the high-tech suite as "unique" because students
from any business class can use the facilities. But finance
students, he said, will use the classroom at least once while
at Fairfield.
Not only will the students "get to understand all the
tools available which all companies use," they can also gain
a deeper understanding of "the important area of business:
how does a price get set?" said Solomon.
Solomon hopes the BEST classroom will help students
understand how markets operate and work.
Although the classroom is located within the business

school, Solomon said it is "in no sense proprietary to the
business school. In fact, all students can benefit from it."
Management major Lisa Arduini '10 has not yet used
the new facilities but thinks it will improve her general
experience in the business school.
"As a student, the BEST room gives me the opportunity
to experience a part of Wall Street in a classroom setting,"
she said. "This will better prepare me for the business world
and real life itself. I can experience the stock market in a
controlled setting so that I may be better prepared for the
day I venture into stocks on my own."

Sebastian Sarmiento/The Mirror

Granted: Technology amped by a grant from Patrell.

Irish Film Festival to
Library Displays Green Consciousness
raise student diversity
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

When you trek to the library, perhaps you are on a
mission to cram before exams or to finish up that research
paper you keep putting off. During one of those visits,
you may stop and notice that the library is devoting its
display cases to the environment, specifically to campus
recycling efforts.
Since the beginning of spring semester, Fairfield's
DiMenna-Nyselius Library has featured eight display
cases, two floor-to-ceiling displays in the foyer and several
smaller cases near the main staircase, that all incorporate
the theme of recycling.
"I had initially wanted them [the displays] up in March
and April to coincide with Earth Day," said Chris Dunham,
the reference and media librarian and the library's recycling
coordinator. "But it turned out to be a good reminder for
the start of the semester."
The library is one of several buildings on campus
participating in recycling initiatives, such as the installment
of the blue bins for paper products. One such display case
in the foyer demonstrates the use of these bins and what
products should be placed in them.
Inside the smaller cases are also piles of CDs, sneakers, computer equipment and other everyday items that are
commonly thrown away in the wrong bins.
"The recycling aspect of the exhibit lets people know
that so many things that we use every day will wind up in
a landfill if thrown in any of the trash receptacles," said
Devin Hagan '06, the library's circulation assistant. Hagan
also worked with Dunham to create the display cases.
Hagan said he hopes that when students read the
captions in the cases they will understand what "can be
reused if a little extra effort is put forth to find out where
and when that type of recycling takes place."

Although the displays will remain intact only through
early March, the library will continue to participate in recycling ventures. It currently recycles about two "toters,"
or large, wheeled plastic containers, of paper per week.
"Besides Sodexho, we recycle more than any other
building on campus," said Dunham.
Older magazine and newspaper subscriptions, once
converted to microfiche, go into the recycled paper stream.
Cardboard and ink cartridges are also salvaged.
Every two years, the library also recycles outdated
electronics. This technology is cleared of private data then
dismantled and often reused.
In addition, the display cases have sparked conversation among the Fairfield community and visitors.
Hagan said he noticed tour guides stopping to explain
the initiative behind the cases to prospective students. He
said he hopes this will "lead to further discussions about
what is happening on campus."
Dunham said that student response has been positive.
In the beginning, he said he noticed that students often
dropped cans and bottles into the paper-only blue bins, but
"after the first week, it is now running well."
Kristin Villanueva '09, who recently noticed the display, thinks it will raise awareness about the environment
but believes more should be done.
"I'm not sure how many people go to the library,
especially the people who live off campus or in the townhouses," said Villanueva. "Maybe there should be more
display cases in the BCC because more people go through
there."
Dunham added that the display cases are just the beginning of future campus-wide, green endeavors. .
"I'm excited about the prospect [of] campus recycling
programs," said Dunham. "We just need the infrastructure
in place."

James Nguyen/The Mirror

Bringing plastics back: New library displays demonstrate the use of recycling bins and what products should be
recycled and which bins they should be placed in.

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Step one: recognize that cultural diversity exists.
Step two: integrate it into your community.
Over the next two months the Fairfield community
plans to do just that.
The College of Arts and Sciences; American Studies;
and Peace, Faith and Justice Studies are co-sponsoring an
Irish Film festival entitled "Ireland and the Irish in Cinema" with the Fairfield Irish studies program.
The event will be held throughout February and March
in the DiMenna-Nyselius Library Multimedia Room. Each
of the award-winning films will be shown at 7 p.m. and
will be introduced by a different professor each week.
The selected films will feature a different aspect of Irish
culture.
"I think it's a great way to celebrate cultural diversity,"
said Kelsey Duggan '10.
"The purpose of the film series is to make people
aware of the variety of Irish culture and history by means
of a popular genre," said Marion White, Fairfield English
professor and a member of the Irish studies committee.
"It is good, fun first step in promoting a more culturally diverse campus," said Emily O'Toole '10.
The first movie, "The Quiet Man," was shown on
Feb. 15. This Academy Award winning film shows the
journey of an American who emigrates to his ancestral
home in Western Ireland and experiences a culture clash
first-hand.
Associate Professor of history William Abbott, who
headed the film series, will introduce the second film on
Thursday, Feb. 22, "Michael Collins." The movie, which
stars Liam Neeson, examines the periods between Easter
Rising and the War of Independence.
"The award-winning film is a reasonably accurate
portrayal of the crucial juncture in Irish political history
from 1916 to 1922," Abbott said.
On the following Thursday, March 1, Kevin Cassidy, the new director of Irish studies, will introduce "In
the Name of the Father." Daniel Day-Lewis stars in this
film that illustrates the troubles occurring in Northern
Ireland.
"The Commitments," which demonstrates the impact
of American rock 'n' roll on popular culture in Ireland
and "The Secret of Roan Irish" are the final films in the
series.
White said she hopes the multi-feature film series will
"engage students as well as local residents."
Duggan said the series is just one way that the University is bringing people, on campus and off, of different
backgrounds together to share in cultural diversity
"Why not open it to the public and celebrate cultural
diversity together?" she said.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Is Living at the Beach Worth the Extra Cash?
BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

Fairfield students dream of living off campus as
juniors and seniors with expectations of all-day drinking
with sand beneath their toes, waking up to the smell of the
ocean and having more freedoms than they would if they
lived on campus. What many do not realize, however, are
the waning conditions of the houses they will eventually
inhabit.
Gregg Cerasuolo '07 is one such student. Cerasuolo
thought that living at his beach house, The Zoo, would be
a dream come true, but he soon realized the contrary.
"Our pipes froze, and we had no water for two and a
half days," he said. "And at the beginning of the semester,
we didn't have heat for a few days."
Students at another beach house, The Exit, had a
problem with rats while The Vatican had leakage problems
during major storms. Like Cerasuolo, residents of The
Sweet Life lost heat for days.
But for Kristen McCarney '07, a resident of The Sweet
Life, maintenance problems are not enough to burst her

beach house bubble.
"I chose to live off campus because I wanted the independence of living in a house of my own, and besides the
trouble we've faced with the heat, it's a beautiful house
right on the water," she said. "I don't think I'd really ever
get the chance to live somewhere like this again."
Senior Genine Siciliano agreed.
"I wanted to live off campus because most of the senior
class was living off campus," she said. "I wanted to stay
with my roommates that I lived with my junior year. And
when am I ever going to get the chance in the near future
to live on the beach with all my friends?"
Steve Liakas '08 lives at the beach for a different
reason.
"My situation was either to live at the beach or live
in the dorms again because our [he and his housemates']
housing lottery number was terrible. So we decided to
live at the beach."
While beach house rents vary in price range from
$7,500 to $8,500 not including a deposit or utilities, oncampus living presents a lighter fee of $7,730 without
utilities to live in the townhouses and $8,370 to live in the

Photo illustration by Elyse Raby/The Mirror

Off campus vs. on campus: Students debate whether the extra money is worth living at the beach for better partying
options, or if on campus is the way to go with more protection from Public Safety for less cash.

apartments with utilities.
Gary Stephenson, director of housing operations, said
that some students living off campus pay up to $7,000 just
for a deposit. However, Stephenson said he sees how living
off campus would be ideal for students.
"It's attractive," he said. "The idea of being on the
beach senior year is everyone's fantasy. I don't know,
though, if fantasy is actually a reality."
For Brian Cavanaugh '07, money was not a factor in
his decision to live on campus.
"The money played no part in it; I chose to live on
campus because of the transportation situation as not everyone I wanted to live with had a car," he said. "I wasn't
sure about the money situation for my friends, but we
wanted to live together and be close to school. We knew
we could go to the beach whenever we wanted and always
come back here."
Dan Quatrocelli '07 agreed that not having a car was
his reason for living on campus.
"We were just too lazy to drive people to and from
campus," he said.
"Most people live here [in the townhouses]. If I lived
off campus, I wouldn't have a car to get back and forth
either," said Celeste Pennacchio '08.
Junior Suzanne Iarusso said she chose to live in the
townhouses to be near her friends.
"The townhouses are more like a junior community,"
she said. "It's definitely cheaper too because you can get
student loans for room and board but not for rent."
Stephenson stressed the pluses of living on campus,
including Public Safety's ability to respond quickly.
"I don't know if the town would necessarily have that
response time," he said.
Stephenson also cited increased security measures.
"There is very good police presence on and off campus. However, if you live on campus, you have that police
presence amplified with on-campus Public Safety. So if
you look at the numbers, more people are watching you on
campus. You can always call for a ride on campus; police,
to my knowledge, don't provide you with that," he said.
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and independent. We will not need you 24/7 but
will pay you for your commitment. Needs to sleep
over or be available early mornings. Pay btw.
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gojodi@aol.com. Begins May 15 - September
15th. Piece of cake job ... Hurry!
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call Mark (917)733-8577
FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD - Charming, fullyfurnished cottage available for Sept '07 to midMay '08. Ideal for 2-3 occupants. Bedroom +
spiral staircase to loft. Sliders to huge deck
w/dock directly on wide canal across street from
Long Island Sound and beach. Gas heat, woodburning stove, washer-dryer, track lights. $1,950
monthly. Close to end of road, not beginning.
Fairfield U students are currently renting this
cottage. Phone to see. 227-7097
PERENNIAL STUDENT RENTAL
Two houses on REEF ROAD and one house on
FFLD BEACH ROAD. 9 or 12 month lease. Call
917.574.8179 for further details.
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Fairfield Helps Host Diversity Dayi for Disabled Children
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Students go about their everyday lives worrying about
grades, love lives and favorite TV shows. But most hardly
rarely stop to consider how difficult it is for their peers who
live with mental and physical disabilities.
The second annual school-wide Diversity Day in Shelton,
Conn., tried to combat such lack of awareness.
The Feb. 9 event, which was co-sponsored by Fairfield
University and Shelton's Mohegan Elementary School, included a workshop that was held in Mohegan Elementary's
gymnasium.
This year, fourth and sixth grade students visited eight
stations different that were monitored by graduate students

of the University's psychology program. The stations illustrated visual, learning, cultural, and social differences among
students.
"Not only were they [students] learning through the experimental activities at each station, but through conversation
and discussion. I soon realized how insightful they [special
needs students] are about diversity and the challenges some
people face," said Melissa Koval, a Fairfield graduate student
volunteered at Diversity Day that past two years.
One station dealt with motor skill differences and offered
children a chance to experience life like those who require
wheelchairs on a daily basis.
Students were instructed to move through an obstacle
course with a heavy backpack hooked onto the back of the
chair and a full lunch tray on their lap.

Contributed Photo
Diversify Yourself: Fairfield sponsored an annual school-wide Diversity Day with Mohegan Elem. School
■i

Another station challenged sensory integration. Students
were asked to select an object from a board and repeat the
same action while someone tickled them with a feather. This
distraction simulated how a child with autism or ADHD
might feel.
Paula Lopez, a Fairfield psychology professor, said she
modeled this event after a similar program established by one
of her former student, Eileen Montgomery. Montgomery observed a similar event in Ridgefield, Conn., and implemented
it at Jennings School in Fairfield, where she is a professor.
After Lopez worked at the first Diversity Day at Jennings
School she brought it to Montgomery Elementary in Shelton,
where her children attend. However, at that time the school
principal was not interested. A new principle embraced the
program last year and encouraged its establisement at Mohegan Elementary.
"I think the event is a very interesting way to promote understanding in young kids and a good way to spread awareness
of difficulties faced by their peers," said Emily O'Toole '10.
After students experienced the activities, they were asked
to provide feedback.
"They all love the event and, more importantly, they
respond in ways that indicate they 'get it'. Typical comments
suggest students are developing the empathy and acceptance
that will translate into changes in their behavior," Lopez
said.
A fourth grade boy said he felt sad for children who live
with challenging differences and that he would help disabled
persons whenever possible.
A sixth grade girl came to a similar conclusion. She
said she would "think twice about making fun of kids" in
the future.
Lopez said that in its second run, the program seemed to
run more smoothly because of two main factors.
For one, the new dean was extremely supportive of the
program, which garnered more media attention than last
year.
Secondly, Lopez said she "knew better what to expect
and had twice as many students helping out."
Graduate students who volunteered at this event said they
took away a strong sense of accomplishment from educating
children about the different challenges that some of their
peers face.
"It made me feel proud to be able to contribute to the
lives of these children in such a positive way. I also felt hopeful that the lessons they learned on Diversity Day will make
a difference in the way they treat one another," said Koval.
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weren't many students like us - period.
There was maybe one other person from the
Bronx. But I felt like people [at Fairfield]
were more down to earth, like, 'Oh, you're
from a different type of environment.
Cool.'"
Catharine Freeman '95, a black alumna,
said she has also benefited from her education at Fairfield and has just recently taken
on the job of Assistant Corporation Counsel
for the city of Hartford.
"You have to have a college education
to get a job and obviously I appreciate that,
and Fairfield was a good academic environment," Freeman said.
However, Freeman said she sees the
issues of cultural diversity at Fairfield in
a different light than Miles. She said that
no matter who you are you will encounter
prejudice in life.
"That's life for anybody no matter what
walk of life you're from. There are going to
be prejudices because that's just how society
is," said Freeman. "Whether you're black,
white, young or old or gay or straight, we
just live in that type of society."
Freeman also said she feels that Fairfield's campus could benefit from being
more diverse.
Presently, the undergraduate presence
of African-American, Hispanic, Asian,
Native American students on campus is 12
percent, which is a marked improvement
from past years.
The class of 2010 includes 169 AHANA
students compared to the class of 2009,
which includes just 82 minority students.
"Three or 11 percent [AHANA students] is nothing when you look at society
and see what it needs," Freeman said. "It's
not really Fairfield University's problem,

it's society's problem. There are things that
Fairfield does to serve the surrounding community; that means they provide a positive
image that Fairfield has the kind of positive
environment that students who live right
there in Bridgeport could appreciate."
Miles said he believes that while the
numbers are not high, they are improving,
something he noted while attending the
University.
"I think the [the Admissions department] did an excellent job during my four
years there," he said.
He added: "My freshman year there
weren't a lot of different cultures, not very
diverse. My senior year, though, I feel like I
went to a completely different university."
Miles and Freeman both agree that
students need to take the opportunities they
are given at Fairfield and use them to do
what they love.
Miles, for example, participated in
everything the HAM Channel had to offer
- including working for the news show as
well as the show "Sports Time."
"You know, when you're a freshman,
you don't see all the things that you can
do until your junior or senior year. To all
students that come in [to Fairfield], take all
the opportunities presented to you," said
Miles.
Freeman was also very involved while
at Fairfield.
She tutored students at schools in
Bridgeport, played club soccer and was an
RA her junior and senior years.
"Figure out what you want to do, be
aggressive about that and don't let anybody
hold you back. That goes to any student,"
she said.
For more o/The Mirror's Black History
Month series, go to www.fairfieldmirror.com
and click on "Black History Month." .

institutions.
It now covers approximately 60 percent
of the cost. The Pell Grant financially aids
more than 5 million college students each
year.
Students are awarded financial aid on
the basis of family income.
"Every student files the Free Application for Federal Student Aid," said Diana
DeVellis, associate director of the Financial
Aid office.
This form is how the government collects the data needed to award the appropriate amount of money.

1

"In comparing the files the government collects, they are able to calculate the
amount of aid that each and every student
should receive separate from all other forms
of aid," she said.
Spellings continued to laud the recent
legislation.
"This budget builds on the great progress our children have made under No Child
Left Behind while at the same time targeting
dollars more strategically to meet our students' most pressing needs and priorities,"
she said.
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Williams,
Daly Look
Ahead to
Next Year
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Elyse Raby/ The Mirror

Mr. Lonely: Greg Cerasuolo '07, chief justice of the Student Court, was one of only three
students in attendance at a forum Tuesday as unopposed candidates Hutch Williams '08
and John Daly '08 spoke on their positions and issues and answered questions.

Officials Concerned About Turnout
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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There are also five vacant Senate seats
on the ballot for the class of 2008.
The Senate has thus resolved to make
a concerted effort to encourage students to
cast their vote, according to Senate Chair
Tim Rich '08.
The Senate will be promoting the
election through advertising and by hosting a "question/answer forum" during their
Sunday meeting, at which time candidates
running for seats in the Senate and positions
in the Class Council will be invited to speak
and answer questions.
"FUSA elections have always been
about turnout. In this scenario it's even more
important for candidates to get their friends
and supporters out to vote," said Rich.
Williams said that he is also concerned
and has already spoken to students who
expressed disinterest in the upcoming election.
"I think that this presents an issue," he
said. "I think ... the presidential race draws
attention to other class races."
Williams said he thinks having a significant voter turnout is especially important in
"promoting legitimacy."
"It is important that representatives
think that, 'Yes, the majority of my class
thinks I'm fit for this job,'" said Williams.
According to Williams, he Daly will
now focus their campaign efforts on this
component of the election.
"We're going to make the best of it,
encourage people to come out. John and I
are now really trying to promote the election
itself," he said.
The two candidates have made it their
campaign goal to attract a total of 1,000
voters.

The goal had been set at 1,300 before
Fraioli dropped out of the presidential
race.
Other concerns over the lack of competition in the FUSA election have been
raised.
"I think people will still come out to
vote. With the Senate and Class Councils,
there are still important races," said Junior
class President Marc Hansel '08, who is
being opposed by Joey Lacroix '08. "It
concerns me more that maybe people will
be less likely to take FUSA seriously if they
see that no one wants to run."
Hansel suggested that more of an effort should be made to add another name
to the ballot.
"I think that they should try to find
another candidate [and] extend the deadline
for running," he said.
Williams, however, said that this would
be logistically impossible because of the
chain of events that come immediately after the election, including the appointment
of other vital FUSA positions and training
week.
"It's not doable because of the tough
time clock," he said.
Some students said they felt an obligation to vote despite the lack of competition
for the top positions.
"I guess I'll vote to show my support,"
said Emily Martucci '08. "It shows that
I'm involved even though there is only one
person running."
Other students did not share this sentiment.
"I will not vote. It's a waste of my
time," said Robert Scansaroli '09.
"There's no posters or anything. Last
year was so big," said Catherine Forsa '09.
"I really don't plan on voting."
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re-election bid in a landslide to classmate
Paul Duffy '05.
The turn of events was fitting for Williams, who hardly broke a sweat last year
in defeating Ryan Neubauer '07 by 44 percentage points.
"I'm happy about a second term but
not happy that the elections are done with,"
Williams said. "It's a relief to know that
I've basically won, but it's very much bittersweet. ... I'm excited about two terms. I
think I'll be very productive. I'll get a lot
done, but at the same time, now we've lost
the main focus of the elections."
Although Williams can take it easy
between now and the election, in which he
and running mate John Daly '08 are running
unopposed for president and vice president,
there is still a set of issues to be resolved:
the issues that he and Daly will make the
centerpiece of their agenda for the next
academic year.
Williams said one of the top priorities
of his second term will be to give students
more of a voice in matters in which students
disagree with the administration's policies.
Such friction was the case earlier this month
when administrators advised the Inter Residence Hall Association to change the format
for Spring Weekend.
"The administration has stonewalled us
on some issues but that doesn't mean that
we're not going to try to break though that
wall," he said. "Just because we've been
stopped doesn't mean that we're going to
lie down and accept it."
Williams said that the biggest accomplishment of his first term was "making
people proud to go to Fairfield."
"Christmas season, I got some cards
from different people, some freshmen some
sophomores. They thanked me for making
them proud to go to Fairfield, and that really
hit home for me," he said.
Daly, running as Williams's running
mate after Vice President Megan McConville '08 opted not to run for re-election, said
it is critical for him and Williams, along with
other FUSA officials, to be a better voice for
the student body.
"When something comes up and the
administration is like, 'I'm sorry, we're not
going to change this,' instead of giving up,
we need to keep at it," he said.
At times when the administration has
made plans that turned out to be unpopular
with students, Williams said, FUSA was kept
out of the loop until the plans were already
finalized.
Such was the case, he said, with the plan
to alter the formation of Spring Weekend,
which the FUSA Senate formally opposed
earlier this month by passing an emergency
resolution.
"It's hard to be prepared to be on the
table and start talking about things if we're
not allowed to be in on it," he said. "We need
to get the administration to start letting us
in on things like that. If they're considering
canceling a tradition, we need to be aware
of it because we're the voice of the student
body."
To read the breaking news story on
Frank Fraioli Ws withdrawal from the
presidential race, which broke on Sunday
night, go to www.fairfieldmirror.com.
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Does FUSA
Have a Say??
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

The recent decision to combine May
Day with Spam Jam and move the event
to the quad coupled with impending construction of the garden apartments has
spurred discussion on campus. In the wake
of these decisions, students were left questioning their FUSA representatives and the
administration that supports them.
"When I was here freshman year,
FUSA was better," Anastasia Alimaras '08
said of past events FUSA offered. "All
those traditions are going away."
Maya Sarin '07 also said she sees
room for improvement.
"They can do better in terms of raising awareness as to how they represent us
and what exactly their job entails because
personally, I'm not familiar with FUSA at
all," she said.
Jillian Mirandi '08 was not convinced
that FUSA has such a large impact on
campus, adding that FUSA ultimately
acted on behalf of the administration in
recent decisions.
"I feel like FUSA just tries to make
the faculty and administration happy instead of doing what the students want,"
she said. "I think it's ridiculous they're
[the administration] making people live
in the basement and now they're locking
the basements because it's unsafe to live,"
she said.
Though some feel that FUSA's decisions reflect those of the administration,
Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino sought
to dispel this "myth."
"I don't tell FUSA what to do. There is
a critically important distinction between
advice and an order," said Pellegrino, who
said he would not deny FUSA its rights as
long as they obey University policy.
"FUSA, like The Mirror, may at times
take a course of action that I would not
necessarily endorse," he said. "But if the
organizations do so within the parameters
of University policy, the law and/or with
the approval of the Office of Student
Activities and Facilities, I will abide and
respect their decision."
Pellegrino also said that student sentiment flows through the administration
from a variety of sources including resident assistants, student conduct meetings
and The Mirror.
"RA's are an excellent resource to me
as dean, particularly when I want to get a
handle on what is happening in residence
and how students are doing with their
lives outside the classroom," he said. "As
dean, I also learn a great deal from those
students whom I meet with during the
student conduct process."
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08
said the administration was receptive to
FUSA's opinion, but in the case of Spam
Jam and May Day FUSA's insight had
been neglected.
"We have often expressed our concern
of the administration's view on things,"
he said. "FUSA is able to tell when it's a
topic they [the administration] don't want
to discuss because they don't ask us for
our input."
In addition, Williams said, FUSA
needs to question more decisions that are
made at Fairfield.
"If push comes to shove, FUSA will
flat out announce its disapproval with the
administration," he said. "What FUSA
needs to do and has done but needs to do
more of is question, and if it's not favorable
with the students, change the decision."
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Showing Up
Frank Fraioli '08, who withdrew from the FUSA presidential race last Sunday because of a knee injury, would
have made a fine president had he been elected.
Unlike many past candidates, he had a platform that
featured specific issues — such as the creation of a FUSA
Executive Board position devoted to diversity issues
- rather than broad concepts such as school unity, which
look good on campaign flyers but lack substance.
As one of the few students on campus who are politically active -- Fraioli has been an active member in both
the College Republicans and College Democrats clubs,
having changed his political affiliation last year ~ he has
a knack for what it takes for executives to implement effective policies.
But unfortunately for the student body, Fraioli didn't
give students a chance to vote for him when he withdrew
from the race.
Fraioli told The Mirror last week that had he remained
in the race, he would have risked "permanent damage" to
his knee ~ a concept that is baffling to say the least.
If anything, the sight of Fraioli hobbling door-to-door
on crutches speaking to voters would have increased his
chances of winning.
It is surprising and deeply disappointing that the one
person at Fairfield who was willing to challenge FUSA
President Hutch Williams '08 didn't have the drive to put
any real effort into his campaign.
Last year, The Mirror endorsed Williams for president
over Ryan Neubauer '07 because of the energy that we
thought he would bring to the job.
His first term lacked any substantial policy implementations and he deserves some responsibility for the lack of
influence FUSA has had over the administration's decision
to end Spam Jam in its current format.
But whether or not students approve of Williams' job
performance, the one undeniable reality about the race
that ended before it started is that Williams was the only
candidate in the race who really cared about the campaign.
It is ironic that at the time Fraioili e-mailed The Mirror to announce he was dropping out of the race, Williams
had just left his office with a box full of campaign flyers
to distribute throughout campus.
He hasn't been a perfect president, but whether it has
been at sparsely attended sporting events or countless
meetings for various organizations, Williams has always
been happy and eager to show up.
Surely, that counts for something.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board,
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com
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Student Voters Choose
Popularity Over Politics
CLEARLY CLEARY
TOM CLEARY

't was supposed to be an
issues-driven campaign;
.now the only issue that
exists is that there aren't any.
But did anyone know what Hutchinson Williams '08
or Frank Fraoili '08 stood for anyway?
Look at last year for example; Williams mopped
the floor with Ryan Neubauer '07, stampeding him
by 508 votes.
At least Neubauer showed up.
Regardless, to say that last year was not a
popularity contest would be more ludicrous than the
assertion that FUSA is a commanding power.
This year would have been no different; Williams would have blown past Fraoili in the election.
Of course, we will never know for sure.
Fraoili was the type of candidate who could
have possibly changed the way most people think.
He is outspoken with good ideas, but instead of
challenging Williams, he dropped out.
Fraoili would have had a difficult road ahead of
him to make himself more popular than Williams,
who is the most well-known person on campus.
Had he tried, maybe he could have changed a few
minds.
There have been plenty of popular presidents
in American history, but someone always tried to
challenge them. Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected
president four times in a row, but he always had an
opponent. It is sad that no one has the guts to stand
up and try to stop Williams from winning.
Even if you know you're going to lose, it's better
than not running.
Fraoili should not have dropped out just because
of a knee injury. He was the only person in the school
willing to challenge Williams, but a twisted knee
will keep him from running.
Roosevelt ran for president with polio, and
Fraoili could have still run with a twisted knee.
Maybe it was just too steep of a hill to climb
for Fraoili with Williams' popularity too much for
him to overcome. Maybe he knew that he had no
chance to win and decided to drop out.
The issues that are so important to both candi-

I:

dates are barely that. Is unity on campus that much
of an issue? Is it really something that everyone
cares about? Not really. It would be nice to have
a unified campus, with everyone coming together
for basketball games, Spam Jam and concerts, but it
takes more than one person to put events together.
An issue should be something that everyone
is talking about, something that is the hot topic on
campus. But I don't think issues ever really matter
in school elections. It's not like there is something
major for candidates to support, like war or taxes.
You won't hear many people sitting down to dinner
in Barone and discussing how the community needs
to be more together.
It may be an issue for some, mainly those who
are in FUSA or the few who care about FUSA's actions. For most, the biggest issue on their mind is
whether or not what they are eating is really chicken
or where they will be drinking that night.
Give us candidates who promise free beer for
their voters and only then will you see the biggest
landslide in school history.
It's like the episode of "Saved by the Bell,"
when Zack beats Jessie for school president because he's more popular. All school elections from
elementary school to high school to college are just
popularity contests.
While the candidates may have few issues to
choose from and I'm sure the ones they are standing
for are really important, they will have good things
to give back to the school if they win. Unfortunately
most of the voters don't care.
When I enter the voting booth, I won't remember anything that any of the candidates have said;
I'll recognize some names and vote for those people.
That's the way most students vote.
I even know a few guys who voted for certain
freshmen females during the fall elections simply
because they were attractive. Nobody really cares
about who represents them in FUSA, so they vote
for who they know and who they like.
That will never change, especially when people
are scared to even try to run.
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Students Weigh in on Election That Could Have Been
New Year Calls for New Student Voice

A Tireless Leader Worthy of Second Term

as the president of FUSA next year.
While Hutch brought more movie and
Most school elections are popularity mall shuttles to campus, I feel that these accontests. People will choose the tions were too little, too late. Not only did the
face that they know, rather than the trips only start second semester, these new
candidate that may be better
shuttles have little significance
for the position.
to me as a sophomore with my
Hutch Williams' popularcar on campus. A lot of Hutch's
ity and prominence on campus
"improvements" cater only to
is one of the reasons I voted for
the freshman class, leaving
him last year. I later regretted
the upperclassmen feeling
that decision; I came to realdeserted. Some weekends
at Fairfield are packed with
ized that just because Williams
was popular didn't mean that
activities, while others don't
he was right for the job.
have an event in sight.
His school spirit, which I
One of the things I looked
once found endearing, has beforward to most on campus,
come increasingly obnoxious
the fall and spring concerts,
and overshadows the fact that
were merged into one "super"
FRAIOLI
he hasn't done much as the
event this year. FUSA splurged
president of FUSA. It would
on O.A.R., disappointing stuhave been really nice to see Frank Fraioli dents with an outdated and tired act. Usually
'08 run against Williams, even if he was the if a student didn't like the fall act, they could
look forward to the spring concert, but not
underdog.
Many people are not familiar with this year.
Other than the shuttles, a bunch of free
Fraioli, but that doesn't mean he wasn't
a good man for the job. Instead of using t-shirts and more people saying "stag-tastic"
flashy campaign posters and adding "Stag" while making stag horns on their foreheads, I
in front of every word to increase school don't see the change that Williams promised
spirit, Fraioli made more realistic campaign as FUSA President.
promises. Fraioli wanted to bring more attenEven though Fraioli pulled out of the
tion to diversity at Fairfield and bridge the election, it would be great to see someone
gap between FUSA and IRHA, the two most else run and, more importantly, win against
important student groups on campus. He Williams.
catered to the groups that weren't addressed
I'm sick of hearing the same tired campaign promises, similar to the promise of a
by Williams.
I am disappointed to see that these soda machine in middle school elections. I
students will have no candidate to represent would have really liked to see a real change in
them in the election. It would have been re- Fairfield, and even though Fraioli is no longer
freshing to see a new face, not a painted one, running, I'm still not voting for Williams.

Hutch makes a point to recognize
and talk to everyone, reaffirming that all
Who doesn't know the guy with students have a role in the University comthe red face paint and red wig, munity and to him.
who begins the Fairfield Stag
When Williams is hustling to make
chants at basketball game?
it to another meeting, or to
Exactly; everyone knows
another event, he still spares
that is Hutch Williams '08.
a few seconds to shout out
I cannot think of a better
| your name from across camperson for FUSA President
pus, a residence hall window,
than Williams. Dedication
or around the BCC.
is a quality that is needed
What has Williams acfor such a role. I don't know
complished?
of a candidate that has more
One of the goals he has
devotion than Williams. He
set for Fairfield is to get more
has been a visible president,
people involved. There are
one that can be seen everymore FUSA events this year
where.
and it appears that there are
Are there any events that
more people attending camWILLIAMS
Williams doesn't attend?
pus activities.
He is present in the BCC
There is much to say
most hours of the day; he can be seen at the about someone who is willing to dedicate
chapel reading from the lectern, or eating countless hours to improve student life
a meal in Barone.
at Fairfield. It takes a unique personality
As a member of the Fairfield Varsity to agree to hold a position that requires
Band, I have attended my fair share of ceaseless enthusiasm and commitment. It
basketball games and there have been involves a level of sacrifice that not every
times when Williams has been the only student is willing to do.
one in the stands.
I believe that Williams is genuinely
Williams goes all out at athletic passionate about this position he is seeking
games, sometimes dressing in Fairfield again. It is clear that he wants to work for
attire, other times going shirtless, painted a university he loves.
in red, in mid-November to support our
In the end, it comes down to these
soccer team.
qualities that would and have made WilIt's important that the FUSA presi- liams an outstanding FUSA President.
dent knows his constituents, knows their
As you are making your decision, ask
desires and their vision of what they want yourself why should I vote for Williams?
The answer: why not?
from Fairfield and from FUSA. Everyone
knows Williams, but more importantly, he
knows everyone.

BY CHRISTEN MECABE

BY MICHAEL CSORBA

More Alcohol and Stag Pride in Store for Next Year
BY HUTCH WILLIAMS

Now, after close to a year of being your
President, I'd like to reflect on how I have
done this past year.
More specifically, I'd like to reflect on
the platform and ideas I ran on last year.
The first was school unity and school
spirit. These are two things that were very
important to me to get out there.
I feel confident in saying that I have
accomplished that goal. This year, we have
seen record numbers at sporting events, as
well as record numbers at FUSA events in
general.
Along with that there has been a spike
in the number of involved students in all
clubs and organizations. This has been a
good sign and in the up-coming year, as I did
last year, I intend to increase the budget so
that there are more funds given to students
and their respective groups.
The second issue of my platform last
year was diversity.
I said that I wanted to increase diversity
here at Fairfield.
This, of course, was not within my
powers because, in fact, it is the admissions
office that has the ability to increase diversity here at our school. What I meant to say
was that I wanted to increase diversity by
bringing more events to campus that would
make everyone more aware of the topic of
diversity.
By doing this I hoped to show the students different cultures so they can appreciate them. The speaker Bobby Moresco, who
was involved in the movie Crash, a movie
that touched on the topic of diversity, is an
example of these events.
Another is the collaboration FUSA had

with the Multicultural Center on the event
called S.P.E.E.D. This event was a type of
"speed dating" that was an effort to have
students get to know each other and learn
about people who were different and their
backgrounds.
Now, these are some examples of what
FUSA has done to help this effort. Next
year I am excited to further FUSA's commitment on bringing a diversified type of
programming to Fairfield so that students
can further learn about other people and
their cultures.
The third point was town-gown relations.
This year, along side my phenomenal
Vice President, Megan McConville '08, we
worked with the town of Fairfield to help
improve our school's image.
We met several times with First Selectmen Kenneth Flatto to discuss matters
of the beach. We also were able to have
FUSA members get involved with the local
YMCA, and Park and Recreational Department to give back to the town.
This has helped our overall image with
many members of the community and we
were proud to see that our work and good
results have helped out Fairfield's image
with the town.
What is in store for next year?
One plan is to have more alcohol at
school events. Yes, you read right — more
alcohol at FUSA events. It makes no sense
why of-age students should not be able to
enjoy a few beers at many of our FUSA
events.
FUSA will use the school's permit to
serve alcohol. So you can look forward that
at next year's events.
Another goal of mine is to further work

with the academic side of our great school.
Improving teacher evaluations is just one
thing, another is making sure teachers are
up to par with their advising skills and recommendations.
At the same time FUSA will work to
ensure that students are aware of all the
help that is offered to students through their
respective advisors.
Stag pride is always on the agenda. I
promise to continue to boost the morale of
the school by making you proud and happy
to go here.
The ideas and goals that I have mentioned before go hand in hand with school
pride. Having good academics and having
events where students' wants and needs are
met, are things that can be done to make
sure you are happy.
On the strictly athletic side of school
pride, many records have been set this year
in student attendance at games.
I want to see those numbers continue
to climb. I will work with athletics to find
creative ways to get students out there. Also
with so many of our teams having great
seasons, why would you not want to come
out and cheer?
Finally, I encourage you to let me
know what you want. FUSA will be having forums and town hall meetings in the
coming months and years so you can voice
your ideas.
In closing, I am proud to have served
as your President and am even prouder to
have another year to represent you.
I promise to work my hardest to ensure
you have a good experience at Fairfield. I
love Fairfield; this place is one that I proudly
call home and I will work my hardest to
make your time here as enjoyable as mine.

Words
from the
Web
"It's a sad state ofaffairs
to see that out of the entire
eligible student body, there
is nobody else willing to run
against Williams for FUSA
President. Come on, Fairfield
students, someone please step
forward to preserve the integrity ofthis organization!"
- 1994 Graduate in response to "Fraioli, Citing
Knee Injury, Drops Out of
Race" in Mirror Monday

To view more comments
or to post some ofyour
own visit:
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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iGadget Propositions Can Save Lives
upon talking on the phone while behind the
wheel. One of the most aggravating things in
the world is driving behind someone who is
too busy talking on a cell phone to realize that
their car is drifting in and out of lanes.
By being so preoccupied by their vital
phone conversation, these careless drivers
are not only endangering themselves and

while attempting to cross one of the busiest
intersections in New York City, just like no
I've only had the pleasure of traveling to
one needs to be driving with a cell phone
New York a couple times in my life. Howglued to their ear.
ever, during those brief visits, I quickly
Nevertheless, there are still those who
became immersed in one of the most highly
can't see the point of making any changes
chaotic environments known to mankind.
at all.
I'm a relatively laid back person who
Critics are viewing this bill as an inusually prefers a calmer, more anxiety-free
fringement of their rights. According to The
setting. I'm not a huge fan of getting lost in
New York Times, one person inquired, "Who
crowds, nor do I enjoy having a three-secwill protect us from the lawmakers?"
ond window to cross the street. Given this,
It's ironic because the lawmakers
one can only imagine how I felt navigating
are the ones who are trying to protect the
my way around Times Square for the first
people. This is not being driven by finantime.
cial reasons or even for the sole purpose
Luckily for me, New York State Sen.
of putting restrictions on an individual's
Carl Kruger (D - Brooklyn) recently recdaily life. Rather, it's about creating a safer
ognized how dangerous these overly-popuenvironment.
lated streets really are and proposed a new
An interesting point was
bill in response to the situation. However,
made in a New York Times article:
rather than addressing the speed at which
"Sure, people will get hit by buses while
cabs travel or the number of sidewalks availlistening to iPods. But then, they've been
able to pedestrians, he is linking this safety
getting hit by buses for decades anyway
hazard to the usage of electronics.
- while reading a newspaper, talking to
The New York Times reported that Krucompanions or simply daydreaming about
ger is in the process of "making it a crime to
a better day."
enter and cross a crosswalk while engaging
It's this nonchalant attitude that will
in the use of an electronic device in a city
continue to put individuals at risk while in
with a population of one million or more."
the city. Yes, people have been hit by cars
Those who fail to comply will be faced with
in the past; but just because it has happened
a court summons and a $100 fine.
doesn't mean it shouldn't be corrected.
I am in favor of this proposition beThree deaths are three too many, especially
cause it is justified by actual facts. As a
when there is such an easy answer to the
result of being distracted by electronics
pe/Th£1w Problem- II doesn't take much thought or
while crossing the street, three people have [Don't cross the street with my iPod: New bill effort to remove a set of headphones from
one's ears.
been killed since September.
could ban iPods in New York City streets
It is clear that people's attention and
The prevention of potential injuries and
awareness of their surroundings should be their passengers, but they are also putting deaths shouldn't be associated with a lack of
heightened, and if passing a new law is the other drivers at risk.
freedom or an unnecessary burden. Instead,
way to achieve this, then so be it.
Kruger is simply trying to put a stop to it should be viewed as a justified precaution
I am also in favor of the bill because it unnecessary dangers. No one needs to be that will make big-city streets just a little
reminds me of the many drivers who insist listening to an iPod at maximum volume less chaotic.
BY LINDSAY BARRS

Stop Pointing Fingers, We're All to Blame for
Global Warming
BY ALEXANDRA

G.

GROSS

The headlines of many newspapers
in recent weeks have revealed the
consensus among scientists around
the world: humanity is undeniably involved
in growing temperature and environmental
changes.
Without belittling the efforts of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), a group consisting of more than
113 countries and nearly 3,000 international
delegates, was a conference really needed to
prove this point?
With increasing dependence on mobility
and vehicles, SUVs get bigger and are filled
with unnecessary technological services; yet,
gas mileage still dwindles as the price of oil
climbs. Companies develop new products
that promote convenience, but are often
single-use items that are thrown away without
hesitation.
Face it: people are the single greatest
contributors to the global warming crisis.
It still remains shocking that politicians
try to pass off dramatic environmental situ-

ations as a partisan issue. Some politicians
even criticized "An Inconvenient Truth" as
just a way for Al Gore to boost his political
platform and a possible run for the White
House.
After the release of the IPCC findings
on the human-global warming connection,
"Democratic lawmakers quickly fired off a
round of news releases using the report to
bolster a fresh flock of proposed bills aimed
at cutting emissions of greenhouse gases,"
according to The New York Times.
The article continues that Sen. James M.
Inhofe, R-Okla., "called the idea of dangerous
human-driven warming a hoax" and issued
a release stating that the IPCC report was
simply "a political document."
Which is worse: using the environment to garner votes or denial of an entire,
well-documented crisis because it is seen as
political?
The last IPCC report, published in 2001,
shows that humans were "likely" to be responsible for changes in climate, and the link
between man and these changes created at
66 percent correlation. As of now, the report
states that people are more than 90 percent,

Commentary Question:
We want to hear from you.
E-mail your response to
commentary.mirror@gmaa.com

or "very likely," associated with contributions
to global warming (i.e. the use and burning
of fossil fuels).
It is embarrassing to see politicians trying to scapegoat their opposition for a transcultural, transcontinental disaster. The U.S.
has become too polarized in recent years and
many Americans differentiate issues based on
liberal or conservative.
If the IPCC conference in Paris proved
anything is that politicians and citizens need
to work together to combat and control the
rate at which global warming occurs. There
is no use in attributing global warming to a
political preference; we all have a hand in
the current environmental situation and we
should all take responsibility for the future
of our world.
As students, we need to encourage and
promote grassroots efforts to combat global
warming in any way possible. Politicians
worldwide need to put the infighting aside and
focus on something that affects all people.
We also need to make politicians, the
people we vote for, know that this is a relevant, bi-partisan issue that deserves the
utmost attention.

In high school Fairfield students were
heavily involved in student activities,
according to admissions. With so many
uncontested positions in FUSA this
year, what happened to the Fairfield
student upon entering University?
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Americans
Too Cautious
About
Terrorism?
BY SAMANTHA BOUSRI

Since the attacks on the World Trade
Center on Sept. 11, 2001, it seems as
if Americans have become unable to
escape the lingering paranoia of terrorism.
Over the past few years, terrorism has
become ordinary, leaving it impossible for
people to remain oblivious to the potential
of an attack. We often feel inclined to keep
a watchful eye over our shoulders lest
anything suspicious arises, as nowadays
anything and everything may pose a threat
to security.
It becomes necessary to consider, however, whether there is such a thing as being
too cautious. After all, a mere cardboard box
is subject to hours of investigation only to
reveal that it is in fact lifelessly incapable of
catalyzing widespread destruction.
Recently, in Boston, a severe terror
alert ensued as people misconstrued Cartoon
Network's advertisement of "Aqua Teen
Hunger Force" as a bomb threat. As a New
Yorker, I find this bit of information a little
bizarre. If every flashing light were a bomb,
then the extravagance called New York is no
less than a loud outcry for danger.
This is not to say that caution need not
be exercised - it should - but where should
we draw the line? Is it sensible to approach
each day with a dubious step or is there a
way to effectively monitor fear?
Consider this insight: caution is blinding. By expressing caution, we are inherently encouraging its cause. By anticipating
evil, we are fueling the pride of terrorists by
allowing them to assume that we are capable
of being overcome.
The terrorists we fear are undoubtedly
among the most cunning individuals, so isn't
it probable to assume that they can smell
our fear? What does fear and caution accomplish other than unwarranted paranoia?
Nothing. Even if we are able to realize an
attack through caution, the chances of actually countering it are slim. If only we were
superheroes.
Even the government plans that have
been put into effect to prevent terrorism
have proved to be fruitless. The color red no
longer symbolizes love and passion. Now, it
signifies national danger. Terror alerts lead
the public to be more cautious and essentially do little to offset terrorism because its
very nature is precise and unexpected.
Random subway searches have become
another means of assuring cautious individuals of safety. This is not only nonsensical but
a complete waste of time. I hope that even
over-cautious people would admit that the
probability of actually targeting a terrorist
through random search is slim. Apparently,
caution is, indeed, blinding.
,
To prevent terrorism, we must embrace the truth of disparity and succumb to
fearlessness - something that is apparently
beyond our domain as humans. We can't
prevent acts like terrorism, so why not just
realize the fragile nature of life without living in fear? Drunken college girls are at a
greater threat than the American people on
a whole, respectively, and they are able to
prevent that course of events.
Perhaps it would be easier to incorporate plastic bubbles into our wardrobe, then,
as we'd be immune to anything let alone
terrorist attacks. I'm almost positive that
cautious students at Fairfield would agree
to this measure of safety.

Editor: Sean Corbett
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A Different Kind of Inspiration

Photos by Jack McNamara/The Mirror

That's the one: Jared Mezzocchi '07 (L) and Brian McAllister '06 (Middle) get excited over the shot they set up for actress Tess Brown '07 (Far Right) who sits across professional
actor Pete Smith. The above scene is set the Country Kitchen, an actual restaurant in Hollis, NH.

Mezzocchi Completes Shooting 'One Stoplight in Hollis
BY JACK MCNAMARA

The last few months have been eventful, to say the
least, for Jared Mezzocchi '07, for it has been a period of
accomplishment and one, as many have said, of grace.
Mezzocchi has just completed shooting for his independent film and theatre project, "The One Stoplight in
Hollis."
The two-act production, incorporates both theatrical
stage and film sequences, revolves around the afterlife of a
man named Michael, who has just passed away and left his
family behind. Michael, guided by an angel named Sophia,
is made to re-live the good portions of his life and, more
importantly, the bad. The movement of Michael from his
current existence to memories of his life will be mirrored
by the movement from the stage to the newly-completed
film scenes.
"We've shot seventeen scenes at eight different locations," said Mezzocchi.
Mezzocchi has shot scenes around Fairfield; at two
houses in town, the Bannow Science Center and the School
of Nursing. He has also has shoots at St. Vincent's Hospital,
a bar in Newark, N.J., a horse corral and in Mezzocchi's
hometown of Hollis, N.H.

2a.m. snow storm can't stop them: Mezzocchi i
directs Brown, Smith and crew (L) in the Country Kitchen
parking lot all through the New Hampshire night.

Maybe traveling to these locations solely for the sake
of detail is what has made "Stoplight" seem like a different kind of venture. Mezzocchi said he does not like the
term "student production," as he feels that the expression
is unfairly given a negative connotation. If anything, the
uniqueness of "Stoplight's" production lays in the project's
ability to inspire, both with a message and a seemingly fatedriven sequence of events.
One of these more astounding things to have happened
during shooting was the introduction of Chris Roukas, the
owner of the Country Kitchen restaurant in Hollis, where
several scenes were filmed. Roukas, a deeply pious Macedonian with a long and successful history of pursuing his
own dreams, was awestruck at the circumstances under
which he met Mezzocchi.
Before coming into contact with Mezzocchi, Roukas
had discovered a family heirloom: his brother's cross.
"I said, 'I'm going to take this cross with me, and I'm
going to put it in my pocket. Something's going to happen
today,' and he [Mezzocchi] showed up. He showed up,"
Roukas said. "This was important and I want him to know
about it."
Mezzocchi had approached Roukas to ask for his
permission to film in the restaurant. Both the location and
the project as a whole were very important to Mezzocchi,
which resounded within Roukas. A story of faith, family
and fulfillment was something that Roukas thought to be
well-worth supporting.
Another man, Peter Quentin Smith, a firefighter out of
Stanhope, N.J. who auditioned for and got the lead role of
Michael, was also amazed at how providence played a hand
with his life relating to "Stoplight."
"When the time came for the audition, I was like,
'Fairfield is kind of far,' and I was having second thoughts.
I spoke to Mezzocchi on the phone and he said, 'Look, don't
worry about it, just come to the audition'. I was really ready
to blow it off, but then I was like, 'There's really something
there that I need to see.'"
Smith said that he is certainly hapy he made the trip.
"It's been one of the greatest experiences of my life,
all 45 years of it," he said. "I've grown, personally and in
my acting career."

A dynamic duo: Last year, Mezzocchi (R) wrote a script
for McAllister (L) to direct, entitled 'Aging Grace.' The
film won an award at Cinefest last May.

"I think that the work will show that this is just an
incredible melding of people and talents, all at the right
spot, at the right place, the right time, the right project,"
said Smith
Tess Brown '07, who plays the role of Sophia,
agreed.
"This [production] is amazing, this whole thing, and
how many people are involved," she said.
The upcoming phases of "The One Stoplight in Hollis" will involve film editing, followed by stage rehearsals,
which will involve the highly-technical task of training the
actors to be able to fluidly move in and out of filmed scenes.
This will all culminate at the release date set for April 26.
A sequence of both powerful performances and skilled
photography, the latter of which was directed by Fairfield
alumni Brian McAllister '06, "Stoplight" is sure to prosper,
and may even be entered in European competition during
the coming months.
As Mezzocchi puts it, "This group of people who have
surrounded me to make this [production] has made it bigger
than me, and I'm no longer in control of it."
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When Radio Doesn't Cut It, Turn to Lastfm
BY KEVIN SCHNEIDER

lost-fm

In the age of information, music sales
may be down, but interest in music is up.
Through research, blogs and iTunes listeners
can find new bands and have music in their
the social musk: revolution
hands in no time.
But not everyone has time for this.
Thankfully, one of the latest social music
crazes, Last.fm, hunts down new music for you according to your taste. What do you have
to do? Just listen to the music you love.
Last.fm revolves around the Last.fm client, or "scrobbler." After registering for an account and downloading the scrobbler, a user can begin making their profile by either listening
to the internet radio station, or listening to their own songs through iTunes.
By clicking on the "Tune In" tab on the scrobbler, a user can begin finding a radio station.
By typing in virtually anything: a musical genre, musical group or even a mood that music
puts you in, Last.fm will find a song that best matches your search. From here, you can ban
songs that you don't like, or switch radios again and narrow down what you're looking for.
Otherwise, it's always cool just to play your own stuff rather than trying out various
radio stations.
In 2002, Last.fm, was founded by Austrian and German natives Felix Miller, Martin
Stiksel, Michael Breidenbruecker and Thomas Willomitzer. Originally, running parallel with
Last.fm was Audioscrobbler, a site with similar goals of logging themusic of users and creating profiles from that information. In 2003, both of the projects were merged into one.
There are other similar existing programs that have this "reading your musical mind"
technology. One of the most popular is Pandora, which finds music that sounds like a chosen
song or artist, but is not able to look through musical genres alone. Like Ruckus, Pandora's
software has a software has a memory system that allows you to choose which songs or artists
you like and then, remembers not to play what you dislike. And, unlike Last.fm, Pandora is
free. However, with all this technology, Last.fm goes far beyond Pandora.
Every week, a new set of recommendations is given to a user based on what they listened
to that week. Once you receive that list of recommendations, you can check out each artists
Last.fm page.
Each page has three to four 30-second preview clips of the artist's most popular songs.
It also has the most listened to music of that artist for the last week and the last six months.
Not to mention, even more recommendations on similar sounding artists.
After scrobbling 1,000 tracks, Last.fm will give you a set of neighbors. That is, people
who listen to similar music based on what's on your chart.
There is also a friend system, allowing users to "friend" each other and send music
recommendations back and forth.
There is a lot to Lastfm, and this may sound overwhelming.
Through groups, friends, radio and one's own charts there is a universe of music just

Contributed Photo

Here comes the last DJ: Last.fm offers music recommendations based on what you
already listen to. It also helps you connect to people who like the same music you do.
waiting to be explored.
Despite the big let down of not being able to download all of this new music for free,
Last.fm is worth investigating. When you've hit a rough patch in your music-listening career
and need something fresh, there is no better place to turn.
Last.fm isn't designed for just the indie kids, rap fans or any other specific fan base. It's
designed for everyone to take advantage of. So why not do just that?
\0rn-"

Free Downloads Causing a Ruckus on College Campuses
These schools are not losing out.
Users from those schools benefit from
It's almost too good to be true.
faster downloads and better track qualNow, because you are in possesity. Ruckus is willing to add the cache
sion of an email address ending in-.edu,
system to more schools at their expense.
you are entitled to free music legally.
Their only request is that the schools
As long as you have a PC and as long
work with them to promote Ruckus on
J Progress |"nth>
|Tmc|li.««Bf M
as you don't want to actually use the
campus with their students.
music the way music is used these days,
Bebel was the former CEO of
1DJ»
this is for you.
Mashboxx and COO of Napster. He has
The Ruckus Network (ruckus,
been with the company since last July.
>t*tf password? CJck h*B
P Save wssword
com) is a digital entertainment source.
Ruckus was co-founded in 2003 by
Nwdto ratfrter? Odt hwe
On Jan 22, Ruckus announced that
MBA students, David Galper and Vinany student with a valid college email
cent Han, while they attended MIT's
address could now access their music
Sloan School of Management.
library, which comes standard with
Catering to the 18 to 24-year-old
more than 2.4 million tracks.
college demographic, Ruckus is also
a social network - think Facebook
To use Ruckus, go to the website
mected Over The Summer.
and register for a free account. You are
revolving around music. Through
Music Info Sent io You* AIM
then entitled to download the Ruckus
Ruckus, subscribers can use their proM
files to meet other people with similar
Player application, which is a program
■OKS8
music interests and use the community
that you can use to listen to or make
to
help you discover music.
play lists with any music you download
mm
MM
Users can make their favorite play
through Ruckus.
Contributed Photo
lists
available
to their friends, enhancHere's the catch: the free subscrip- It's free with a catch: Ruckus provides free music but only through this player. You can't burn songs
ing their search for new music. Ruckus
tion only allows the user to download to a CD or an MP3 player, unless you pay them $5 a month.
will even make their favorite play lis|s
and listen to music with their computer
/
and cannot burn discs. For $4.99 monthly, users can upload their music onto portable music available to all users.
Ruckus takes "Top Songs" and "Top Albums" lists to a new level. Ruckus makes it easy
devices- but not the iPod. If you purchase tracks individually, they are permanent downloads,
which you are entitled to burn to CDs.
to find the top tunes at a school. On users' homepages, one can find the most played music
The system is advertisement supported. Unlike radio, however, your music is not bom- from both their school and the entire network. Ruckus will also occasionally make it possible
for users to view the most played music in different regions of the United States, including
barded with advertisements.
CEO, Mike Bebel, assured audiences in a podcast on podtech.net, "We don't interrupt the top album of certain selected Universities.
the listening experience at all. Both on the player application and the website you have banner
Users can enjoy almost every feature of iTunes in a different format and without TV shows
advertisements, you have some rich media and video content and advertising wrapped around and games. Ruckus currently features a small selection of movies users can access with an
that, so its very non-intrusive but there is advertising throughout that experience, mostly visual additional fee. This is hopefully one section Ruckus will improve on in times to come. The
and again we don't interfere in any way with the audio experience."
titles offered are few and of little interest, so it almost doesn't matter.
When you hear "free music legally" it sounds like a sweet deal. But add on the inconveRuckus was originally only available to schools with contract agreements and monthly
fees. These schools had a cache system in their network that entitled their students to the free nience of not being able to upload it onto my iPod? Unforgiveable. It gets too confusing having
some music on iTunes and some on Ruckus. I'll stick to buying music, thanks.
music service.
BY: VERONICA FLORENTINO
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Josh Whedon Steers From His Television Roots
A Good Starter for Comic Book Newbies
COMIC BOOK BOY
MICHAEL FISCHETTI

Joss Whedon, known for writing and creating the cult hit television shows "Buffy: The Vampire
Slayer" and "Firefly" is now the
writer and creator of the "Astonishing X-Men" series. Whedon has been writing this series for three
years.
The series is released bi-monthly so there are
only a total of 18 issues thus far, but they have been
an exceptional 18 issues both from the story aspect

and from the artistic aspect.
Joss Whedon is a comic book geek, so he
writes this book for comic book geeks. As such,
this is an X-Men book that I have trouble recommending to people who do not already have a
fairly good knowledge of where this X-Men story
is taking place in continuity.
The one thing I find most interesting about
the way Whedon writes this book is how it lacks
the voice-over that most super hero comics are
trademarked for.
At times he tells the story more visually, perhaps by having artist John Cassaday draw just the
characters' facial expressions. This enhances the
story by making the book seem more personal as
well as giving the illusion that the events are actually happening as you read the book.
Unfortunately I find no way to explain this
book without ruining the two previous books.
All I can say is that this specific volume continues to keep up the quality that Whedon has established with his first two volumes. He continues
to take these characters to new emotional depths,
especially Cyclops and Kitty Pride.
If you have an interest in the X-Men and want
to get into the comics this would probably be the
easiest way to start, considering how few issues
there are. If you are a fan of Whedon's previous
work, you would probably enjoy this series even
without fan knowledge of the X-men, specifically
because after the first two or three issues you
quickly get an idea of who the characters are.
This has consistently been one of the best
comic book titles for the last few years and I
am saddened to find that after this last story arc,
Whedon and Cassaday will be leaving the book.
It has not been decided yet who will take over,
Contributed Photo
so as for this year, I will enjoy the book and hope
Ord
escapes
the
clutches
of
S.W.O.R.D:
In
this
book,
the X-Men
that you will too- once you catch up.
deal with the Hellfire Club and Ord attempts to return to the break
Until next time, true believers, this is Comic
world.
Book Boy saying: "Take care!"
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FUSA's Freshmen: Paving the Way For Future Endeavors
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Some of FUSA's best viewpoints come from those that are serving as elected officials at
Fairfield for the first time: the freshmen.
Many of them held student government positions in high school, but still find that life
at the college level of student government is somewhat different. Many of them look back at
their first year accomplishments with a sense of pride.
"This year's freshman senators provided extremely valuable input," said Senate Chairman
Tim Rich'08. "I have been impressed with their ability to articulately express their constituents'
views on a wide range of issues."
One of those senators is Will McPherson'10.
"I don't really have one major issue that I think stands out," he said. "Anything that [the
class of] 2010 brought to me I worked on."
McPherson said that the work load varies week by week, depending on what topic your
involved in.
Senator Nazar Kamenchenko ' 10 said "some people feel it's a little big, but in general
students know what they want."
Kamenchenko pointed at the smoking issue as one of the major accomplishments.
"They [freshman senators] have also gone to extraordinary lengths to learn about a

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Freshmen representation: (clockwise from bottom left) Frank Fioretti '10, Justin Smith
'10, Will McPherson '10, and Brendan Monahan '10 bring their best efforts to FUSA

"The most poignant example is the deliberation and poise we used in gathering information on the issue of Spam Jam and May Day. We led on the smoking issue, we stood up to
upperclassmen senators when they were getting bogged down in technicalities and we are
never afraid to try a new approach to an old issue," Senator Justin Smith' 10 said." I thought
it would be like high school student government, just get together every now and then and
not do too much.
"I realized that FUSA has a lot more impact than I ever thought. Taking a position on
an issue represents the entire school, and can bring about an actual change in the way certain
things are handled."
On the executive side, class of 2010 Council President Jeff Seiser said, "Unfortunately,
much of what FUSA does goes unnoticed, but after being apart of this team for the past months
I have come to admire truly what we have done."
Joe Ginese is the graduate assistant in of the Office of New Student Programs and the
advisor for the class of 2010.
"The team of Jeff [Seiser], Jordan [Hummel] and Caitlin [Chipman] has been a
great pleasure to work with," Ginese said. "They all have had delegated tasks to each
other and helped each other out throughout the year."
Ginese said that the council members backgrounds played a big role: "They all came into
the picture with some background in leadership roles whether it be, being a camp counselor,
being on the prom committee or part of a dance team."
Seiser pointed out the mall and movie shuttles, as well as the Madden Super Bowl as
some of his accomplishments. He also talked about serving on the concert staff for O.A.R.
and Bring in the New Years Bash.
"I have also learned that being a part of this organization is a great responsibility, and that
being a member of FUSA is not just going to a few meetings over the course of the week, it
is something you represent every minute of everyday," he Seiser.
One person seems to disagree with this success, however.
"If I could pick out one flaw of this year's 2010 class council, it would be the lack of class
specific events," said Glenn Ghiradi '10, a candidate for President of his class. "Jeff Seiser
has listed a number of events that he has worked on as a member of FUSA, and I think three
of them were meant only for our class."
"I feel that I could change the issue that I see with communication. I would like to poll
the students of the class of 2010 with a list of possible events upon which they may select the
events that they would most like to see happen."
"It is hard to envision in the long run such big organization as FUSA," said Kamenchenko'10.
"However, its role will remain the same - to work for students of
Fairfield University."
"Structurally, FUSA will continue changing and adjusting, depending on new circumstances."
"There biggest accomplishments this year [were] coming to Fairfield, being elected and
running with the responsibility of representing their class," said Ginese. "I am sure they will
continue to take on leadership roles throughout FUSA and other organizations throughout
campus."

Caffeine May Help Alleviate Muscle Soreness While Exercising
BY JOE CARRETTA

drink it."
Kyle Johnson '09 agrees. "I would definitely drink
caffeine after I work out to alleviate any pain."
Many students on campus were skeptical about the
possibility of caffeine being the wonder drug for workout
recoveries.
According to a WebMD article, in addition to being a diuretic and a cause of dehydration, caffeine can
increase blood pressure, especially when consumed in
high doses.
Melissa

A new study has found that women who consume
some sort of caffeine supplement either before or after
a workout may report a significant decrease in muscle
soreness.
Victor Maridakis, the author of the study, is a kinesiology researcher at the University of Georgia. He
noted that caffeine
has the potential to
block adenosine, a
Ifyou can use caffeine to reduce the pain, it may make it Drisco11 '°8 1S
chemical that trig.
■ ■
r
i
r
i ■
ii
worried about
easier to transition pom that first week into much Longer the possible side
gers pain receptors
in the body.
exercise program.
-Victor Maridakis effects caffeine
could have on
This could be
her body.
especially good
news for those new
"I may take
to exercise routines, since they usually experience a higher [caffeine] a good amount of time after the workout, but not
amount post-workout soreness than those who are more directly after. I know it can cause dehydration, especially
after exercise," Driscoll said.
advanced.
Nicole Fersa' 10 said, "Water and electrolytes are bet"If you can use caffeine to reduce the pain, it may
make it easier to transition from that first week into a ter for the body than coffee, especially after a workout."
much longer exercise program," he said.
Despite the possibility of being less sore after workThe study claimed that caffeine led to a 40 percent ing out, many students on campus still prefer to grab a
decrease in post workout muscle soreness.
Water from the Stag rather than a grande French vanilla
Shannon Dennis '10 was pleased to hear that new at Jazzmans.
benefits of coffee have been discovered.
Claire Franczyk ' 10 who works at the RecPlex, also
"I like coffee," Dennis said. "I drank it before I questions the study's results.
knew it had benefits [for exercise], so I will continue to
"I don't drink coffee anyway, but I won't [start drink-

Coffee and Coke: Caffeine may help decrease muscle
soreness during exercise
ing] just because of this," Franczyk said. "Drinking water
and stretching are better ways than drinking coffee. If
your muscles are sore, then at least you know you did
something right."
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Study Finds Women Enjoy Drinking Games As Much As Men
BY MEGHAN TOUMEY

Between beirut, kings, screw the dealer, flip cup, and quarters,
drinking games play a prominent role in a college student's weekend.
Researchers at Loyola Marymount University believe that
undergraduate men drink more than women and "drinking game
participation has traditionally been thought to be a male-dominated
activity."
But, a report released by the university says, women now play as
many drinking games as men.
"[The results of our study] suggest that women may be copying
the heavy drinking behavior of males often in an effort to gain to esteem
of male peers," the study's author, Joseph LaBrie, said in a statement.
The study also found that drinking games lead to more binge
drinking amongst women and as a result, lead to severe alcohol-related
problems such as missing class and unplanned sexual activity.
Students at Fairfield said they have not seen the adverse
consequences of playing drinking games increase particularly for
females, and many feel that beirut is a 'guy's game'.
"Guys' rooms tend to be more troublesome party rooms than
girls' rooms," said Evan Trowbridge '07, a Senior RA in Jogues.
Although Trowbridge said men's rooms are rowdier than
women's rooms, he believes that when people, regardless of their sex, are
drinking, their competitive nature comes out.
"In the heat of the moment, people want to up the ante. It goes
both ways for guys and girls," Trowbridge said.
"Based on just my personal experience, it's pretty equal with
people we have to document and houses we have to document," said
Mike Wood '07, a senior townhouse manager,
Senior JP Ryan said that drinking games promote "unsafe
drinking habits" because students become competitive with one another.
Ryan also said that "drinking games are more of a guy thing."
Emily Dragone '09 said men and women participate equally in
drinking games as a whole, but the different sexes may prefer different
games.
"Girls love flip cup," Dragone said.

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The 1

Girls Just Wanna Have Fun: A new study finds that drinking games, such as
screw the dealer, provide as much entertainment for females as they do males.

just think everyone drinks a lot in general," said freshman Brenton
Roman, "not because of drinking games."
Most students disagree with the Loyola Marymount study,
which found that male and female students have different reasons for
participating in drinking games.
"I don't think girls really try to keep up," said Mark Gregorio '08.
The study suggests, however, that women play drinking games
for male attention.
Colleen O'Connell '10 disagreed.
"No one is going to force you to play a game, some people want
to party really hard," she said.
"Girls shouldn't keep up with guys," said Meghan Carlson '09.
"In beirut, if you're playing against two guys, you are usually going to
drink more cups."
"At parties, it's hard to get into a beirut game," said Nicky
Enriquez '07. "Girls will resort to something else."
Carlson finds that "this something" else tends to be "more card

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed. From a challenging
yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will become intellectual colleagues. From
live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full
tuition. For more information, visit law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

• Outstanding faculty
• Rigorous academic programs
• Six concentrations
• Extensive experiential
learning opportunities
• Student faculty ratio 15:1

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Hamden, Connecticut
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HE said /SHE said

Dan McClorey

Meg Donlon

Sex Ed 101
Good morning class, I'm your
Fairfield University health
teacher, Mr. McClorey, and today we're going to learn about human
reproduction.
Despite my personal belief that I am
overqualified to teach the subject, I
will be your teacher for the duration of this class.
The Jesuits of Fairfield, who
are sick and tired of all you
spoiled kids whining about
how Fairfield doesn't give
away free condoms at the
Health Center, have
requested that I give a
lesson on sex education.
Before I forget,
I assume you've all
had your permission
slips signed by a parent
or guardian. You need that
to take this class. Please
pass those forward now.
This lesson will be graphic, so I
don't want to hear any snickering when
I say the words "penis" or "vagina" or
"scrotum."
I will send the first one of you who
cannot handle these topics like an adult
to Dean Pellegrino's office, and trust me,
you don't want to miss the video portion
of this class, which will provide you with
enough sex education to last four years
of college.

But more importantly, Dean Pelligrino won't be happy when you're sitting
in his office because you laughed at my
chalkboard drawing of testicles.
He's got more important things to
do, like figuring out why the school is
making apartments out of "spaces that
were never designed or intended for
students to live, congregate and/or
socialize". I'm sure the required renovations will be very extensive.
I apologize, I'm getting off
topic. At this time, I'd ask
I the girls to leave the class
'% and join Ms. Donlon in the
next room. What she will
teach you girls, God only
knows.
The guys will stay with
me and learn the intricacies of
the male reproductive system
and just exactly how our plumbing really works.
Before you leave
girls, remember, sex is bad,
mmmkay?
Okay listen up men, the male reproductive system is pretty straight forward,
you got your penis there, you got your
testes....you got...are the girls gone?
Alright, let's watch the video. It's
called "Debbie Does Dallas," and it's
much more educational than those silly
handouts from the Health Center. I better
not hear any knocking from underneath
the desks of my classroom.

When He Said proposed we talk
about sex education this week,
I wasn't sure if it was his shy
way of asking for advice or if he really
thought it was a good topic. Nevertheless,
he brings up a good point: college is the
time when most of us need sex ed the
most, but where is it? Sure, you
can pick up 100 fliers in the Health
Center about it, but all those basically say is that if you have sex,
you're probably either going to
get knocked up, get a terrible
STDordie. Where's the
real sexual education?
For most of us,
real sexual education
comes from study in the
field. It takes time and
rigorous amounts of
trial and error. Some
people learn faster than
others. Some people
never learn. Even though I'm sure He Said
is doing this right now, I am not going to
claim to be some Professor of Love, but
I'll still throw in my two cents.
First, as the Spice Girls told us so long
ago, before we could really appreciate what
they were saying, if "tonight is the night
when two become one....be a little bit
wiser baby, put it on, put it on."
Fairfield is a really small school and
your new boyfriend may seem as wholesome as apple pie, but Slutty McGillicutty
may have too many nights freshmen year

when things got a little crazy after that
party in the townhouses.
Second, don't fall for your man's
cheesy tricks. Giving a tour of the upstairs
during a party, playing Boys II Men on
repeat or blurting out any pick-up lines at
the bar does not make your man a love
machine or worthy of pushing it real
good with you.
Third, if you're planning on sleeping with someone that you would
be embarrassed about telling your
friends, roommates, siblings, second cousins, parish priest, etc.,
don't do it. They will find out.
Maybe not today, maybe not
tomorrow, but when you least
expect it, someone will have
spilled the beans and the next
thing you know your drunk
bridesmaid is toasting you
"I'm glad you found John... so
remember when you slept with
old so and so?" leaving you mortified and
with some explaining to do.
Ladies, we have the pleasure of not
having to worry about trying to have sex
every time we go out because there is a
surplus of men dying to sleep with anyone
(yes, anyone, even you really awkward
girls...I used io be one!) and the pressure
is off. Just let nature take its course and
don't sleep with every He Said that buys
you a drink at the bar. Be picky and when
you do find a young gent that suits your
fancy then get it on, get it on.

Workout for the whole semester for only $99Best
Deals In
Town

That's less than your Art History Book.

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?

GREAT STUDENT RATES!
n r
$

FREE

15.00

• Multiple 30,000 square foot state of-the-art fadlitie
• Unlimited FREE tanning in brand new stand-up booths
• 500 group exercise classes per week, includ ing spinning
and Pilates, belly dancing and boot camp
• Private flat-screen televisions on atl cardio equipment
• Connecticut's most comprehensive free-weight area

Amazing Clubs! • Amazing Service! * Amazing Price,
VaM (or students 17-23 with school©. Semester memberships good through 12/23/06* Hew memixars orfy. Otttw resWcSows may apply Caff $3<-5$0$ tot mow d»

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540
With this coupon Not valid with other offers

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers
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BLACK ROCK TPK

I

U

FAIRFIELD

I 203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 - EASY

PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

8 4
6 1 5
6 1
2 1
8
9
4
7
6 5 2 8
1
3
7 3 8 1
4
6
7
4 5
8
4 7
1 5 7
6 2

1
8
1
6
5

7

PUZZLE #3 HARD

3 6

9

6 4
3
2

6
4 3
5
7
6 8
9

7
8

8
4

5

4
7 1
6

9
6
8
6
7
2 4
3
6
7
2
9
4
9
7 5
5
7
3
4
9
8

9
2 5
7 3

2
5 1

7

2
3
1
7 1
2
9

2 9
6
4
4
1

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

4
1 5
3 2
9 1
5
5 3 8
7 2
4 9 1
2
3 8
1
6
1 7 4
6
5 9
6 4
9 5 7
7
8 1
1 5
4
8 6

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

5

5 2
8
5

PUZZLE #1 - EASY

9

4

7 3
9
4 1
5
1 5
2 4 6
8
8
4
4

3
3
6
3 8 1
7 5
5
8 6
7
9 7

PUZZLE #3-HARD

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

4
1

7
2 3

8

7
4
3 8 5
1 7
6
7
1
9
8
2 3
5
1 7 5
4
1
4
7
6
5

5
7 8 1 3
1 6
7
9
9
2
9 5
7

6
3
4

1

7 1
7 1 9 4
8

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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A Sudoku Jumbo puzzle is solved just like regular Sudoku, but it's bigger.
Instead of numbers, the letters A through P are used.
Each letter appears once in each row, column and 16-box square.

Cross off as letters are fully used: A B C D E F G HIJ K L M N 0 P
J

A
M J

N
B

E
1

F

H
F C

1

M

A N C
A

F C
H

0

G J

L K

A G
H

N

J
1

L B

F

D K
M

A
1

P

P D A
N

P H
M D N

F

C G J

J

C

B

P B

C 0 P G

E

B E

D

C
A

L

P

J G K 0
M J

0

D

D
0

1

D B

P K

N

L

E

D

1

F G N

L B

K

A

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Week of
3/27/2006

by Joshua O'Connell

Know when to Hold'Em..
ACROSS
1. upward
6. stomp with feet
10. halt
14. last community card
15. sub, to some
16. Goodyear product
17. part of a hummed refrain,
with la
18. This baby's got back
19. Type of precipitation
20. Oracle CEO Larry
22. ogled
24. Everyone throws into the pot
25. OC-type shows
26. Person renting an apartment
29. A child, slangily
30. Mine discovery
31. He had an Inferno
33. Witch homonym
37. When a person bets recklessly
(with on)
39. Crazy ones
41. Three at the card table
42. With red, a part of the UV
spectrum
44. Ancient type of pole
46. Human appendage
47. Put into
49. Turn off some of the lights
51. failed
54. leaf collector
55. type of enzyme
56. with smooth skills
59. near the ear
60.13-18 years old
62. pass on
64. ancient German alphabetic
character
65. contact follower
66. bets the farm (2 wds.)
67. imitates
68. otherwise
69. screams

12

3

4

5

me

14

m.:

7

27

■ is
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■

32

13

34

35

36

23

1133

381 H39
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42
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52

12
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30

51

1i
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28
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9
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26

3
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45 | H46

48

BI49

53

50

B54

55

J56

59

ml 60

64

He's

le-i

67

He's1

H -

DOWN
1. Picasso outcome
2. Italian money, formerly
3. deformed circle
4. the boys
5. taught
6. large struggle
7. keep (with in)
8. spherical object
9. street person
10.4-8 of diamonds
11. princess topping
12. projecting bay window
13. to be undecided
21.take
23. think
25. Drained of all energy
26. Unit of money in Lesotho
27 Poetic name of Ireland
28. Your own identity

61

57
Hfe

58 1
63

29. Was on one's feet
32. Made mention of
34. Iraq, formerly
35. Wrap up
36. Church song
38. Three of the best card (2 wds.)
40. Type of car
43. Music enhancers
45. Step aside (2 wds.)
48. Character in a popular comic
50. A transaction done again
51. Fauna counterpart
52. Turned on (2 wds.)
53. Ponder a viewpoint
54. Shampoo action, with repeat
56. parts of a yuan
57. Windows have one
58. Austin's nemesis doc
61. It's electric
63. Follows ems

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Week of
2/19/2007
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by

Meghan Chasse

What Will Help You Get Through
Midterms These Next Few Weeks?

.£4-

1 *

Sleep, caffeine, and chewing gum.

Each other.

—Tom Brennan ' 10

—Tim Gazzin 07, Greg Downing
'07 and Michael Krugger '07

A lot of personal reflection
time.

Naps in between studying.

-JeffHussey'08

--Viola Manniein '10

Throwing potatoes at people's doors.
We have midterms this week?
-Gary Pelletier '09
-LynleyReilly'10
/7

Graduate
Nurses &
Extemship
Program

Healthcare centered on
empowering our nurses

Stamford Hospital is the only hospital in Connecticut - and one of only ten in the country - to
receive both the prestigious Magnet Award for nursing excellence and Planetree designation
for our commitment to patient-centered care and caring for our caregivers. We've also been
given state approval to add open heart surgery and elective angioplasty to our cardiac
services, and will begin that program in 2007.

8

Graduate Nurses
Sign-on Bonus up to $10,000
(prorated for part-time)
Explore one of the following opportunities:
• 6-month OR Residency
• 3-month Critical Care/Cardiac Residency
• 8-week Med/Surg Orientation Program in General
Surgery, Medicine, Oncology, and Ortho/Neuro

10

To confirm our commitment to our employees, we
provide a total rewards package that includes competitive compensation, first day health and
dental for eligible employees, and so much more.

Finding cash for college is child's play.
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

Student Nurse Externship
Turn theory into practice with Partners in Practice. This program will help you bridge the
gap between education and practice, gain valuable clinical experience, and provide a
hands-on structured experience. This is a Summer program with 8 or 12-hour rotating
shifts where you'll work under the direct supervision of a Nurse Preceptor in your area of
interest. To qualify for this extraordinary opportunity, you must be enrolled in an accredited
school of nursing in your Junior year with a GPA of 2.7 or higher.

www.fairfieldmirror.com/scholarships

To join Fairfield County's only Magnet and Planetree hospital, call 203-276-7827 for Graduate
positions or 203-276-5596 for Externship positions. You may also email your resume to:
smcelhatton@stamhealth.org For more information, visit our website at: www.stamfordhospital.org

Ui STAMFORD
V HOSPITAL

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:0Qpm-12:45am
Sunday
7:00pm-11:45pm

The Regional
Center
for Health

Affiliate Columbia University-College of Physicians & Surgeons
Member NewYork-Presbyterian Healthcare System
A Planetree Hospital
EOE M/F/D/V

We accept
Dining Dollars
And
Stag Bucks

Sodexho
Campus Services
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BILL
KLUMP

MICHELLE
MORRISON

FRANK
ROMANO

The
Questions
1. Should Marty
O' Sullivan stay?

Another year of college? Why not?

2. Franchise tag a good
thing or bad thing?
3. Better playoffs: NHL
or NBA?

Seeing as though about five teams
have used it since it started, I'm going to
go with it's an irrelevant thing.

NBA. Since they might actually be
televised.

4. How many softball
games will you attend?

Does looking out my window as I
drive by count?

5. Be the groundhog:
more snow to come?

I sure hope so. I'm already in need of
another day off.

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Who wouldn't want to avoid the real
world for an extra year?

What's the franchise tag?

He'd definitely contribute if he came
back, but it's up to him.

Bad. Michael Strahan didn't like it
and neither do I.

NHL...At least they know how to
play the game.

Bigger nets. Bigger hits. NHL all the
way.

Probably more than you.

Lots. Ever since I saw Jenny Finch
mow down batters like there was no tomorrow, I've been hooked on the sport.

Wait, the shadow means more win-

No. Spring training and the warm
weather are right around the corner.

ter?

#

Jesuit. Personal. Powerful.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

* THURSDAY NIGHT
STAG PARTIES!
MEE4SUB,
mwem

3170 Fairfield Ave, in Historic Black Rock, Bridgeport, CT 06605 Tel (203) 335-8228
Located in the Black Rock Restaurant & Entertainment District • Visit our web: www.tacoloco.com

jd£cia!$!
Show your college ID and get 10% Off your Food Bill!

Tuesday's 1/2 PRICE SAUZA MARGARITAS!
ALL DAY TUESDAY! Try our NEW Pomegranate, Lime,
Strawberry, Peach, Mango, Banana, and Passion Fruit
Margaritas! Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!

Wednesday's! ALL DAY! Corona Madness!
$2.25 Corona Beers, Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!

—£*

At your local
SUBWAY restaurant:
1996 Post Road
Faiifield. CT 06824

m<^£9£^"

203-254-0321

Get a regular footlong sub FREE when you buy one
of equal or greater price and two 21 oz. drinks.
'Add $1.00 for premium subs.

SUBWAY*
eat tresh.
Fairfield University Students only.
Must present valid student ID for offer.

rhursaay S! Our famous Quesadillas... choose among
Chicken, Chorizo, Shrimp, Vegetable or Cheese and a XX on
tap beer for only $9.95/pp & Happy Hour 3-6:30-pm!
Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour 3-6:30 pm!
Coronas $2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts.
Classified: Taco Loco Restaurant seeking Bartender, Wait staff and Hosts.
Flexible schedules and hours are available. Apply at Taco Loco, 3170 Fairfield Avenue in the Black Rock and Entertainment District. 203-335-8228
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Must be 21 years old with valid ID to be served alcoholic beverages. Please drink responsibly!
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Cooley: "These Kids Have Done an Unbelievable Job"
CONTINUED FROM P.

24

everyone will be even."
Van Schaick remains the team's leading scorer, averaging 14.6 points per game.
He was held to just six points against William and Mary on Saturday and only scored
10 against Siena.
Against Siena, the Stags damaged
their own chances to win by turning the
ball over 21 times, allowing the Saints
to convert those turnovers into 30 points.
Siena went on to beat the Stags 69-64.
"Thirty points off turnovers ... that's
the headline right there. Shut the lights off
and go home," Cooley said. "This was an
ugly game on our part. This was not the
kind of Fairfield basketball I was used to
seeing."
Fairfield had jumped out to a 58-48
lead with 7:38 left in the game, but then
the Stags literally handed the game over
James Nguyen/ The Mirror
to the Saints.
Down But Not Out: Despite two losses, Marty O'Sullivan '07 and the Stags still believe
They allowed a 7-0 run to bring Siena
they are a threat to win the MAAC tournament.
back into the game and then turnovers cost
The Stags did a great job bouncing Siena," said Cooley. "That really bothered
them the win.
The Stags were down by three with the back in the next game; they outplayed Wil- me and that is all we addressed coming
ball and 36 seconds left to play, but senior liam and Mary in the ESPN Bracketbuster down the stretch. If you take care of the
guard Danny Oglesby turned the ball over game to win 61-45, holding a team that basketball and defend and rebound, you are
on a pass to sophomore Jonathan Han in the averages 64.5 points per game to almost going to win a good share of games."
backcourt, ending the Stags' chances.
20 points under their average.
Van Schaick, the team's leading scorer
Fairfield was able to stay positive.
It was tough defense, the Stags' staple on the season who averages 14.9 points per
Han, who had a team-high 15 points, point all season long, that led to the vic- game, was held to just six points.
but also seven turnovers, said "Every game tory.
But the rest of the team stepped up as
is a new game and we just have to get over
Fairfield did a much better job holding Anthony Johnson '10, Greg Nero '10 and
this tough loss and test our character to see onto the ball heading down the stretch, with Han finished in double figures.
how we come back the next game."
just seven turnovers in the game.
It was the first time since Dec. 6,
"We had a debacle, a meltdown against against Boston College, that Van Schaick
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was held under ten points. He had scored
at least 10 points in the last 17 games.
"You credit your team for growing
when Van Schaick is off the floor," Cooley
said. "I think its a sign of maturity and
a sign of a good direction, because Van
Schaick has a handful of games left with
us and we have to learn to play without
him."
The Stags came into Senior Night
against Marist with momentum, but poor
shooting led to a 67-60 victory for the
Red Foxes.
Fairfield shot 6-for-32 from threepoint distance and just 34.9 percent from
the floor overall. Van Schaick bounced
back to score 16 points, but that was not
enough for Fairfield to win.
"When you miss 26 three-pointers,
there are going to be a lot of rebounds,"
Marty O'Sullivan v07 said, "I guess you
can say they were tougher than us."
Cooley is pleased with the way
Fairfield has played all season and expects
them to be a tough team in the tournament.
"They picked us to come in ninth or
tenth place, let's call it what it is we are the
youngest team in the MAAC," said Cooley.
"These kids have done an unbelievable job
coming down the stretch. They picked us
to come in last and thank God they did."
"At the end of the day we'll see who
comes in last and who comes in first," he
added.
The Stags finish the regular season
with a game at St. Peter's on Sunday, needing for a first round by in the tournament.
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Career Corner
"Thinking about Graduate or Professional School?"

JOHN AND DAVID BOGARDUS
2149 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06824
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Thursday, Feb. 22, 5:00 p.m.
The Kelley Center Presentation Room
Panelists:
Dr. David Gudelunas, Department of Communication
Dr. Alan Katz, Political Science Dept, Pre-Law Advisor
Dr. Jen Klug, Biology Department
Dr. Marcie Patton, Political Science Department
Sponsored by...
The Career Planning Center and the College of Arts 8t Sciences
Employer Application Deadlines for Seniors:

45 Unquowa Road
Fairfield, CT

(203) 292-6800

FactSet Research Systems
Liberty Mutual
General Star Mgmt. Co

Consultant (All Majors)
Sales Rep
(All Majors)
Underwriting (All Majors)

March 8
March 9
March 9

Summer Internship Application Deadlines: Juniors & Sophomores
Off Post Road, by Bravo and
the Community Theater

Guiltless Shoe Pleasures

General Electric Co.

PWC

Marketing/Communication
/Journalism
(All Majors)
Visit www. gecareers. com I campusin terview
Sophomore Leadership Program

Employer Presentation
Pfizer
Tuesday, February 27, 5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

10% Off for Fairfield U. Students
Buy 12 Pairs, Get One Free

Feb. 28
March 14

Kelley Center

Have You Accepted Employment???
If you have received and accepted employer offers we want to know.
Please e-mail the Career Planning Center at cpc@mail.fairfield.edu or contact us: (203)254-4081.
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Wrice's Records and Statistics
• 1,000 Point Club: 1,016. Points
• All-MAAC Rookie Team 04 - 05
• 2nd Team All-MAAC 05-06
Led team with 13 points per game in 05-06
Team-high 15.3 points per game in 06-07
• Third Leading Scorer in MAAC 06-07
• Scored 26 points against Loyola in 2006
7th Most in Game

Stags' MAAC Tournament Possibilities
• The Stags can finish third with:
A win against Saint Peter's or Marist, along with a Loyola loss
to Canisius and Saint Peter's
or
A win against Saint Peter's and Marist, along with a Loyola loss
to Canisius or Saint Peter's
• The Stags can finish fourth with:
A loss to Saint Peter's or Marist, along with a Loyola win against
Canisius and Saint Peter's
or
A loss to Saint Peter's and Marist,
or
Fairfield and Loyola both finishing with one win and one loss

Attention seniors!

Nominations for the Class of 2007
Representative to the Alumni Association Board of
Directors are now being accepted!

Aie
...an enthusiastic and motivated senior who is committed to the
spirit of Fairfield University and wishes to stay an active member
of the Fairfield community after graduation?

Camay?

...serve a 3 year term,
attend 4 board meetings each year,
participate actively on various committees,
and share your Stag spirit with over 40,000 alumni?

interested?
Complete a nomination form and mail or bring it to the
Office of Alumni Relations in the Alumni House!
Forms are available in your mailboxes or online at
www.fairfield.edu/aaclassrep.

Questions?

Please visit www.fairfield.edu/aaclassrep, contact the Office of
Alumni Relations at 254-4280, or e-mail
fualumni@mail.fairfield.edu.
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Women's Basketball Ready for
MAAC Tournament
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

17 in the second half to set a single-game
record high of 36 points, passing Tricia
Stacca's 17-year-old mark of 35.
Yet, more important to the players was
ending their two-game slide and getting a
win for the class of 2007 in their last home
game.
Seniors Cara Murphy, Elise Young, and
Candice Lindsay all played their last official
home game. However, they will return to
the Arena for the MAAC tournament.
"It's funny because we've played well
in the Arena this year. Murph reminded
me of it, it's hot actually our last game, that
we're coming back here," said Nolan
The seniors were honored with a special ceremony before the game and all three
were in the starting lineup.
Murphy was sentimental about leaving, but enjoyed her time with the team.
"Just our whole team, we're like a family here, and I'm really going to miss the
girls and the coaches," she said.
"We do everything together and that's
going to be a big part of my life missing.
But I'm going to come back and visit."
"I thought it was a good way for the
class of '07 to go out. They're really a great
bunch," said Nolan.
The Stags now sit at 14-13 overall and
10-6 in the MAAC, where they are guaranteed to finish in at least fourth place.
"I think [the win is] very important
and makes us that much more confidant.
We always come in with a lot more energy
in the MAAC tournaments; I mean that's
our goal for the entire season. If we can
get that winning season beforehand, I think
we can really feed off that in the MAAC,"
Murphy said.

Junior guard Sabra Wrice used a record
performance to help the Stags clinch at least
a fourth place finish in the MAAC.
On Saturday, Fairfield had a chance to
take down Iona, a team one game ahead of
them in the MAAC.
A win would have given them a good
chance for second place, while a loss would
leave them in fourth.
The Stags fell short, losing 59-47.
Fairfield struggled to get their offense
started and never looked in sync with each
other.
"I think people were trying to get free
on their own and not really using each
other," said Head Coach Dianne Nolan.
"I think we lost some opportunities
when we had them."
Fairfield was not able to push the ball
and use their transition game as well as they
needed to in order to win. The Stags were
outscored 18-9 in points off turnovers, a
category they normally win.
"I thought they tried to get back fast,,
and I think we looked unsure coming down
in transition, who was taking what lane. I
thought Iona did a good job of trying to get
back and disrupting us," said Nolan.
Not only did the Stags struggle in the
regular flow of the game, but also shooting
foul shots.
Fairfield shot a miniscule 13-for-28,
for 46.4 percent from the charity stripe.
Neither the players nor the coaches
could explain it.
"I have no idea. I wish I knew that
answer. We shoot them in practice every
day. I think it just became a head
game," said Nolan
Sophomore forward Baendu Lowenthal, who scored 10
points and came up with two
steals, agreed.
"We've been shooting them
ever since we were little. I think
most of it is mental when it
comes to foul shots," she said.
Sabra Wrice '08 led the
team with 14 points, but was
only 3-for-14 from the field.
She also re-injured her bruised
hand during the contest.
However, it did not hold her
out of the next game, a 74-57
win over Siena.
It's a good thing too,
because Wrice had a record
night.
She needed 19 points to become the 21 st player in Fairfield
women's basketball history
to reach 1,000 points for her
career.
It only took her one half to
score the 19 with the shot comJon Ollwerth
i Mirror
ing on a jumper with a minute
left.
What Would Baendu?: Baendu Lowenthal '09 and
the Stags picked up a much needed win, giving them
But she wasn't done yet.
She continued to have the confidence down the stretch.
hot hand and poured in another

This Week on the Mirror Sports Blog:
Men and Women's Lacrosse Updates
NHL Trade Deadline Coverage
Tennis Results and Analysis
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Baseball Diamond Notes
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One Last Hurrah
Men and Women's Basketball Honor Seniors at the Arena
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Clockwise from top left: The Stag mascot hangs out with kids during Senior Night.
Elise Young '07 with University President Jeffery Von Arx and Athletic director Gene
Doris. Michael Van Schaick '07 protecting the ball. Women's Head Coach Dianne
Nolan, seniors Candice Lindsey, Cara Murphy, and Elise Young, with family. Marty
O'Sullivan '07 diving for a loose ball. Danny Oglesby '07 looking for an open man. Cara
Murphy '07 beating a defender.
Photos by Mirror Photo Staff: Elyse Raby, Alan Pagliano. James Nguyen, Jon Ollwerther, Ali Bail, Chris Simmons, Lorraine Lampe
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The Wrice is Right

Stags Staying
Positive
MenStill Have Shot
at Fitst Round Bye
BY TOM CLEARY

Although the Stags have lost two of
their last three games, Head Coach Ed
Cooley is staying positive about his team's
chances heading down the stretch and into
the MAAC tournament.
"There's no pressure on Fairfield," he
said. "I love the way we're playing coming
down the stretch. I'm not going to let this
game beat us up," said Cooley. "We will be
a tough out in this [MAAC] tournament.
We will be one tough team coming down
the stretch."
The Stags are now 12-18 overall and
9-8 in the MAAC. Their record puts them
in sixth place in the MAAC, but they will
need help from Rider to hang onto that
position.
The Broncs must lose one of their final
two games this weekend and Fairfield must
defeat St. Peter's to get the first round bye
that the sixth place team receives.
Senior guard Michael Van Schaick,
who struggled in the first two games of
the week before scoring 16 points against
Marist on Sunday, said that despite the
standings, he felt any team could be the
best in the MAAC.
"Every game is different. It is a different atmosphere every game home and
away; its tough to go into who is the better
team, who is the best in the MAAC," said
Van Schaick. "But come tournament time

SEE "BACKING INTO" P.
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1,000: Sabra Wrice 08 became the 21 st player in Stags history to score 1,000 points against Siena, helping them win 74-57.

Junior Guard Steals the Show on Senior Night
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Sabra Wrice '08 has been a major scoring threat all season for
INSIDE:
the Stags.
She is third in the
WRICE BY
MAAC in scoring, averaging 15.3 points per THE NUMBRS,
game.
p. 22
But Monday night
against Siena, in the Stags' last regular season
home game of the season, Wrice took her
game to a different level.
By the time the final buzzer sounded
and the Stags beat Siena 74-57, Wrice had
poured in a school-record 36 points and
passed the 1,000th point mark for her career
in the process.
"Sabra is a scorer and we need her to
do that," Head Coach Dianne Nolan said.
"A scorer takes a lot of pressure off other
people."
"Coach tells me that I've got to score
and do all the little things that help us win,"
Wrice said. "Go out there and play hard every
time and everybody feeds off one another.
"So if they see me play hard, everyone else is going to play hard. And if I see

someone playing hard, I'm going to play
hard. A big game for me is a big game for
everyone on the team because we all feed
off each other."
The team had plenty to feed off of when
the Stags faced Siena on Monday.
Wrice was on fire, hitting her first six
shots.
"I just hit my first shot, then I hit my
second one, after the third or fourth one I was
just like 'I have no idea what's going on, but
I'm going to keep shooting'," Wrice said.
Nolan was very excited about Wrice's
performance.
"She just had an outstanding performance. The first half, her arc, her shot
selection, it was something fun to watch,"
she said.
Wrice scored 19 points in the first half,
recording her 1,000th career point with a
minute to go on a mid-range jumper.
She is the 21st player in Fairfield
women's basketball history to reach that
milestone, averaging 12.0 points per gamefor
her career.
However, she wasn't done there.
Wrice added another 17 points in the
second half to finish the game with 1,017

career points and a single game-high of 36.
She broke Tricia Stacca's 17-year-old
record of 35 points on two free throws with
38 seconds left in the game.
"I had no idea [about having a chance
to break the single game scoring record]. I
didn't even know what the record was. We
just wanted to win, that was the only thing
on my mind," said Wrice.
Nolan was unaware as well, but luckily,
she left Wrice in the game during the final
seconds, giving her the opportunity to break
the record.
"We were so focused on the win that we
never even realized it," said Nolan.
Wrice has always been the Stags' main
scoring threat, but she had never gone off
on a hot streak like this before.
Wrice said she never had a game like
this in college but was reminiscent of some
high school games.
Cara Murphy '07 realized how much
having a scoring threat on the Stags helps
the team.
"It makes everyone else's life a lot easier
when Sabra can shoot like that. It gets us
hyped up and everyone can feed off the
energy," she said.
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Driving To Their Goal: Jonathan Han
'07 and the Stags are heading down the
stretch to the MAAC Tournament and will
look to bounce back from two tough losses
this past week to Siena and Marist.

